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Devotions
Michael Kent A young man studying to become a priest finds love, and learns that
faith can separate. A university cyclist seeking Olympic gold finds tragedy, death
and heroism. A pastor thousands of miles from home seeks vocation and finds
fatherhood. Sarah Hughes A young woman living abroad finds love and loses
family. A university student meets a faith she cannot accept. An artist finds faith
and learns to paint with her soul. Dancing Priest is the story of Michael Kent and
Sarah Hughes and a love, born, separated, and reborn, in faith and hope.

Poetry at Work
“Tough talk for tough times. Silencer is both lyrical and merciless–Wicker’s mind
hums in overdrive, but with the calm and clarity of a marksman.” —Tim Seibles,
author of One Turn Around the Sun and finalist for the National Book Award A
suburban park, church, a good job, a cocktail party for the literati: to many, these
sound like safe places, but for a young black man these insular spaces don’t keep
out the news—and the actual threat—of gun violence and police brutality, or the
biases that keeps body, property, and hope in the crosshairs. Continuing
conversations begun by Citizen and Between the World and Me, Silencer sings out
the dangers of unspoken taboos present on quiet Midwestern cul-de-sacs and in
stifling professional settings, the dangers in closing the window on “a rainbow
coalition of cops doing calisthenics around/a six-foot, three-hundred-fifty-pound
man, choked back into the earth for what/looked a lot, to me, like sport.” Here, the
language and cadences of hip-hop and academia meet prayer—these poems are
crucibles, from which emerge profound allegories and subtle elegies, sharp humor
and incisive critiques. “There is not a moment in this book when you are allowed to
forget the complexities of a black man's life in America. These poems evoke so
much—strength, beauty, passion, fear. There is the quiet, ironic pleasure of life on
a cul-de-sac juxtaposed with the tensions of always wondering when a police
officer's gun or fists might get in the way of the black body. The stylistic range of
these poems, the wit, and the intelligence of them offers so much to be admired.
There is nothing silent about Silencer. What an outstanding second book from
Marcus Wicker.” —Roxane Gay “Marcus Wicker’s masterful and hard-hitting second
collection is exactly the book we need in this time of malfeasance, systemic
violence, and the double talk that obfuscates it all He writes the kinds of vital, clearPage 1/13
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eyed poems we can turn to when codeswitching slogans and online power fists no
longer get the job done. These are poems whose ink is made from anger and
quarter notes. They remind us that to remain silent in the face of aggression is to
be complicit and to be complicit is not an option for any of us.” —Adrian Matejka,
author of The Big Smoke and finalist for the National Book Award and Pulitzer Prize
“Silencer is an important book of American poetry: wonderfully subtle, wholly
original, and subversive. Politics and social realities aside, this is foremost a book
that delights in language, how it sounds to the ear and plays to the mind. We have
suburban complacency played against hip-hop resistance, Christian prayers
uttered in the face of dread violence, real meaning pitted against materialism, and
love, in its largest measure, set against ignorance.To say Silencer is a tour de force
would be an understatement. What a work of true art this is, and what a gift
Marcus Wicker has given to us.” —Maurice Manning, author of One Man’s Dark and
finalist for the Pulitzer Prize "Silencer disarms and dazzles with its wisdom and fullthroated wit. [This] collection snaps to attention with a soundtrack full of salty
swagger and a most skillful use of formal inventions that’ll surely knock you out.
Here in these pages, sailfish and hummingbirds assert their frenetic movements on
a planet simmering with racial tensions, which in turn forms its own kind of
bopping and buoyant religion. What a thrill to read these poems that provoke and
beg for beauty and song-calling into the darkest of nights." —Aimee
Nezhukumatathil, author of Lucky Fish and poetry editor at Orion Magazine

Hybrida: Poems
Finalist for the National Book Award and the National Book Critics Circle Award in
Poetry One of the New York Times Critics' Top Books of 2018 A powerful, timely,
dazzling collection of sonnets from one of America's most acclaimed poets,
Terrance Hayes, the National Book Award-winning author of Lighthead "Sonnets
that reckon with Donald Trump's America." -The New York Times In seventy poems
bearing the same title, Terrance Hayes explores the meanings of American, of
assassin, and of love in the sonnet form. Written during the first two hundred days
of the Trump presidency, these poems are haunted by the country's past and
future eras and errors, its dreams and nightmares. Inventive, compassionate,
hilarious, melancholy, and bewildered--the wonders of this new collection are
irreducible and stunning.

Dream-Clung, Gone
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “America’s favorite poet.”—The Wall Street Journal
From the two-term Poet Laureate of the United States Billy Collins comes his first
volume of new and selected poems in twelve years. Aimless Love combines fifty
new poems with generous selections from his four most recent books—Nine
Horses, The Trouble with Poetry, Ballistics, and Horoscopes for the Dead. Collins’s
unmistakable voice, which brings together plain speech with imaginative surprise,
is clearly heard on every page, reminding us how he has managed to enrich the
tapestry of contemporary poetry and greatly expand its audience. His work is
featured in top literary magazines such as The New Yorker, Poetry, and The
Atlantic, and he sells out reading venues all across the country. Appearing
regularly in The Best American Poetry series, his poems appeal to readers and live
audiences far and wide and have been translated into more than a dozen
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languages. By turns playful, ironic, and serious, Collins’s poetry captures the
nuances of everyday life while leading the reader into zones of inspired wonder. In
the poet’s own words, he hopes that his poems “begin in Kansas and end in Oz.”
Touching on the themes of love, loss, joy, and poetry itself, these poems showcase
the best work of this “poet of plenitude, irony, and Augustan grace” (The New
Yorker). Envoy Go, little book, out of this house and into the world, carriage made
of paper rolling toward town bearing a single passenger beyond the reach of this
jittery pen and far from the desk and the nosy gooseneck lamp. It is time to
decamp, put on a jacket and venture outside, time to be regarded by other eyes,
bound to be held in foreign hands. So off you go, infants of the brain, with a wave
and some bits of fatherly advice: stay out as late as you like, don’t bother to call or
write, and talk to as many strangers as you can. Praise for Aimless Love “[Billy
Collins] is able, with precious few words, to make me cry. Or laugh out loud. He is a
remarkable artist. To have such power in such an abbreviated form is deeply
inspiring.”—J. J. Abrams, The New York Times Book Review “His work is poignant,
straightforward, usually funny and imaginative, also nuanced and surprising. It
bears repeated reading and reading aloud.”—The Plain Dealer “Collins has earned
almost rock-star status. . . . He knows how to write layered, subtly witty poems
that anyone can understand and appreciate—even those who don’t normally like
poetry. . . . The Collins in these pages is distinctive, evocative, and knows how to
make the genre fresh and relevant.”—The Christian Science Monitor “Collins’s new
poems contain everything you've come to expect from a Billy Collins poem. They
stand solidly on even ground, chiseled and unbreakable. Their phrasing is elegant,
the humor is alive, and the speaker continues to stroll at his own pace through the
plainness of American life.”—The Daily Beast “[Collins’s] poetry presents simple
observations, which create a shared experience between Collins and his readers,
while further revealing how he takes life’s everyday humdrum experiences and
makes them vibrant.”—The Times Leader

Head Off & Split
“The cross-section of poets with varying poetics and styles gathered here is only
one of the many admirable achievements of this volume.” —Claudia Rankine in the
New York Times The Golden Shovel Anthology celebrates the life and work of poet
and civil rights icon Gwendolyn Brooks through a dynamic new poetic form, the
Golden Shovel, created by National Book Award–winner Terrance Hayes. An array
of writers—including winners of the Pulitzer Prize, the T. S. Eliot Prize, and the
National Book Award, as well as a couple of National Poets Laureate—have written
poems for this exciting new anthology: Rita Dove, Billy Collins, Danez Smith, Nikki
Giovanni, Sharon Olds, Tracy K. Smith, Mark Doty, Sharon Draper, Richard Powers,
and Julia Glass are just a few of the contributing poets. This second edition includes
Golden Shovel poems by two winners and six runners-up from an international
student poetry competition judged by Nora Brooks Blakely, Gwendolyn Brooks’s
daughter. The poems by these eight talented high school students add to Ms.
Brooks’s legacy and contribute to the depth and breadth of this anthology.

Lighthead
This is the first ever UK publication of the poetry of Wanda Coleman: a beat-up,
broke Black woman who wrote with anger, humour and clarity about her life on the
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margins, and who went overlooked by the establishment for much of her career
even as she was known colloquially as the 'unofficial poet laureate of Los Angeles'.
Nobody wrote about police hassle like she did. Nobody wrote about poverty, about
making do with what's on hand, about the slave trade or about their personal
vendetta against slow walkers in the supermarket, in quite the same way. Wicked
Enchantment gathers 130 of Coleman's best poems, spanning some four decades,
in a selection by Terrance Hayes. Mary Karr has called it 'hateful and hilarious,
heartbroke and hellbent'; the Washington Post says that 'Wanda Coleman is not
just wickedly wise, she is transcendent'; the New Yorker calls her 'one of the
greatest poets ever to come out of L. A.' Brutal, hilarious, triumphant, wild and
paradoxically, sometimes horrifically precise, these are not poems written for a
course, for establishment approval or for polite applause; they were written
because Coleman had to write what she saw and felt, and wrote brilliantly. Few if
any writers, before or since, have had the courage to write with such honesty
about the daily experience of life in a racist world.

Refusing Heaven
At once original, strange, funny, and unnerving, Shane Book’s Congotronic takes
the reader into unstable territory, where multiple layers of voice, diction, and
music collide. Some of these poems have the sparse directness of a kind of bleak
prayer; others mingle the earthbound rhythms of hip-hop with the will-totranscendence of high Romanticism. Harnessing techniques of the cinematic and
audio arts, Book’s poems splice, sample, collage, and jump-cut language from an
array of sources, including slave narratives, Western philosophy, hip hop lyrics, and
the diaries of plantation owners. In fusing disparate texts, each poem in this
collection attempts to create a community in language. Thus, at its core, the
project is utopic—or more precisely, to borrow from Duke Ellington—the project is
“blutopic.” The book’s anchoring series contains an apocryphal narrative grounded
in the journey of the Middle Passage and an older mythic history from the West
African epic of Sundiata. Here elements of Afrofuturism coagulate with an R&B grin
as social forces challenge a sense of personhood, prompting free-jazz inflected
conversations between the pieces of a shattered, polyvocal self. Here is a world
poet of the Sonic Global South sheathed in a Northern Hemispheric glow suit, high
“on Coltrane, on Zeus” but also on the old and new schools of Descartes, M.I.A.,
Cecil Taylor, Gilbert Ryle, Freud, and Jay Z, among others—or as one poem puts it,
the “aural truths.”

Hemming the Water
"If you wanted a poem," wrote Gwendolyn Brooks, "you only had to look out of a
window. There was material always, walking or running, fighting or screaming or
singing." From the life of Chicago's South Side she made a forceful and passionate
poetry that fused Modernist aesthetics with African-American cultural tradition, a
poetry that registered the life of the streets and the upheavals of the 20th century.
Starting with A Street in Bronzeville (1945), her epoch-making debut volume, The
Essential Gwendolyn Brooks traces the full arc of her career in all its ambitious
scope and unexpected stylistic shifts. "Her formal range," writes editor Elizabeth
Alexander, "is most impressive, as she experiments with sonnets, ballads,
spirituals, blues, full and off-rhymes. She is nothing short of a technical virtuoso."
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That technical virtuosity was matched by a restless curiosity about the life around
her in all its explosive variety. By turns compassionate, angry, satiric, and
psychologically penetrating, Gwendolyn Brooks's poetry retains its power to move
and surprise. About the American Poets Project Elegantly designed in compact
editions, printed on acid-free paper, and textually authoritative, the American
Poets Project makes available the full range of the American poetic
accomplishment, selected and introduced by today’s most discerning poets and
critics.

Horoscopes for the Dead
The fourth collection by the author portrays the light-headedness of a mind trying
to pull against gravity and time. It sets what it means to be "light longing for
lightness" against what it means to "burn with all the humanity fire strips away."
Hayes navigates melancholy, irreverence, and the sublime.--From publisher
description.

Lighthead
A timely consideration of African-American artists' rich engagement with the
history of art from the twentieth century. Riffs and Relations: African American
Artists and the European Modernist Tradition presents works by African American
artists of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries together with works by the earlytwentieth-century European artists with whom they engaged. Black artists have
investigated, interrogated, invaded, entangled, annihilated, or immersed
themselves in the aesthetics, symbolism, and ethos of European art for more than
a century. The powerful push and pull of this relationship constitutes a distinct
tradition for many African American artists who source the master narratives of art
history to critique, embrace, or claim their own space. This groundbreaking
catalog--accompanying a major exhibition at the Phillips Collection in Washington,
D.C.--explores the connections and frictions around modernism in the works of
artists such as Romare Bearden, Pablo Picasso, Faith Ringgold, Renee Cox, Robert
Colescott, Norman Lewis, Hank Willis Thomas, Carrie Mae Weems and Henri
Matisse. The volume explores how blackness has often been conceived from the
standpoint of these international and intergenerational connections and presents
the divergent and complex works born of these important dialogues.

Maybe the Saddest Thing
'Bright Dead Things buoyed me in this dismal year. I'm thankful for this collection,
for its wisdom and generosity, for its insistence on holding tight to beauty even as
we face disintegration and destruction.' Celeste Ng, author of Everything I Never
Told You A book of bravado and introspection, of feminist swagger and harrowing
loss, Bright Dead Things considers how we build our identities out of place and
human contact - tracing in intimate detail the ways the speaker's sense of self both
shifts and perseveres as she moves from New York City to rural Kentucky, loses a
dear parent, ages past the capriciousness of youth and falls in love. In these
extraordinary poems Ada Limón's heart becomes a 'huge beating genius machine'
striving to embrace and understand the fullness of the present moment. 'I am
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beautiful. I am full of love. I am dying,' the poet writes. Building on the legacies of
forebears such as Frank O'Hara, Sharon Olds and Mark Doty, Limón's work is
consistently generous, accessible, and 'effortlessly lyrical' (New York Times) though every observed moment feels complexly thought, felt and lived.

How to Be Drawn
Often mimicking fairy tales or ancient fables, these are poems wrought from
daughterhood, motherhood, siblinghood, and the love of music

Aimless Love
A collection of poems that creation devotions from everyday things and
occurrences.

North American Stadiums
More than a decade after Jack Gilbert’s The Great Fires, this highly anticipated new
collection shows the continued development of a poet who has remained fierce in
his avoidance of the beaten path. In Refusing Heaven, Gilbert writes compellingly
about the commingled passion, loneliness, and sometimes surprising happiness of
a life spent in luminous understanding of his own blessings and shortcomings: “The
days and nights wasted . . . Long hot afternoons / watching ants while the cicadas
railed / in the Chinese elm about the brevity of life.” Time slows down in these
poems, as Gilbert creates an aura of curiosity and wonder at the fact of existence
itself. Despite powerful intermittent griefs–over the women he has parted from or
the one lost to cancer (an experience he captures with intimate precision)–Gilbert’s
choice in this volume is to “refuse heaven.” He prefers this life, with its struggle
and alienation and delight, to any paradise. His work is both a rebellious assertion
of the call to clarity and a profound affirmation of the world in all its aspects. It
braces the reader in its humanity and heart.

The Best American Poetry 2014
“One of the most important books of poetry to come along in years.” —Craig
Morgan Teicher, NPR Named a Best Book of 2019 by NPR and Publishers Weekly,
Hybrida is a stirring and confident examination of mixed-race identity, violence,
and history skillfully rendered through the lens of motherhood. In an agile blend of
zuihitsu, ghazal, mosaic poems, and lyric essays, Tina Chang “evokes the
bottomless love and terror of motherhood as she describes raising her mixed-race
son” (New York Times). Ambitious and revelatory, Hybrida establishes Chang as
one of the most vital voices of her generation.

Collected Poems
A reissuing of Muscular Music, the debut poetry collection by Terrance Hayes.

Bright Dead Things
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A remarkable compilation of literary writings by the critically acclaimed author of
Autobiography of Red features an array of original poetry, essays, a screenplay,
and a libretto that explores the nature and mechanics of the human act of
decreation as revealed in the lives of Sappho, Marguerite Porete, Simone Weil,
Virginia Woolf, and her own relationship with her mother. Reprint.

Wicked Enchantment
A profound and uplifting meditation on the meanings of race and belonging in
America

Hip Logic
Winner of the inaugural Max Ritvo Poetry Prize, North American Stadiums is an
assured debut collection about grace—the places we search for it, and the
disjunction between what we seek and where we arrive. "You were supposed to
find God here / the signs said." In these poems, hinterlands demand our close
attention; overlooked places of industry become sites for pilgrimage; and history
large and small—of a city, of a family, of a shirt—is unearthed. Here is a factory
emptying for the day, a snowy road just past border patrol, a baseball game at
dusk. Mile signs point us toward Pittsburgh, Syracuse, Salt Lake City, Chicago. And
god is not the God expected, but the still moment amid movement: a field "lit like
the heart / of the night," black stars stitched to the yellow sweatshirts of men in a
crowd. A map "bleached / pale by time and weather," North American Stadiums is
a collection at once resolutely unsentimental yet deeply tender, illuminating the
historical forces that shape the places we inhabit and how those places, in turn,
shape us.

Riffs and Relations
Haunting, alarming, transformative, and elusive, these poems bridge together the
gaps between development stages: from girl, to woman, and then mother. With
the complexities that intertwine them, can you be all three at once? Who shapes
our identity, and who is in control here? How do we recognize, acknowledge, and
honor the changing of who we are?

Congotronic
WINNER—BEST POETRY—GOODREADS CHOICE AWARDS NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NEWSWEEK/THE DAILY BEAST NATIONAL BESTSELLER Billy
Collins is widely acknowledged as a prominent player at the table of modern
American poetry. And in this smart, lyrical, and mischievous collection of poetry,
which covers the everlasting themes of love and loss, youth and aging, solitude
and union, Collins’s verbal gifts are on full display. Note to Readers: adjusting the
size of the type on your e-reading device may affect the line formatting of this
eBook. We have formatted the eBook so that any words that get bumped to a new
line in a poem will be noticeably indented.

Decreation
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Longlisted for the 2014 National Book Award Never has there been a book of
poems quite like Gabriel, in which a short life, a bewildering death, and the
unanswerable sorrow of a father come together in such a sustained elegy. This
unabashed sequence speaks directly from Hirsch’s heart to our own, without
sentimentality. From its opening lines—“The funeral director opened the coffin /
And there he was alone / From the waist up”—Hirsch’s account is poignantly direct
and open to the strange vicissitudes and tricks of grief. In propulsive three-line
stanzas, he tells the story of how a once unstoppable child, who suffered from
various developmental disorders, turned into an irreverent young adult, funny,
rebellious, impulsive. Hirsch mixes his tale of Gabriel with the stories of other poets
through the centuries who have also lost children, and expresses his feelings
through theirs. His landmark poem enters the broad stream of human grief and
raises in us the strange hope, even consolation, that we find in the writer’s act of
witnessing and transformation. It will be read and reread.

Sailing Alone Around the Room
Actual Air
Investigates through verse how humans construct experience and combines the
loftiness of dreams and the reality of everyday life into poetry that is both dark and
buoyant.

Madwoman
Gathered in this volume readers will find more than fifty years of poems by the
incomparable Jack Gilbert, from his Yale Younger Poets prize-winning volume to
glorious late poems, including a section of previously uncollected work. There is no
one quite like Jack Gilbert in postwar American poetry. After garnering early
acclaim with Views of Jeopardy (1962), he escaped to Europe and lived apart from
the literary establishment, honing his uniquely fierce, declarative style, with its
surprising abundance of feeling. He reappeared in our midst with Monolithos
(1982) and then went underground again until The Great Fires (1994), which was
eventually followed by Refusing Heaven (2005), a prizewinning volume of
surpassing joy and sorrow, and the elegiac The Dance Most of All (2009). Whether
his subject is his boyhood in working-class Pittsburgh, the women he has loved
throughout his life, or the bittersweet losses we all face, Gilbert is by turns subtle
and majestic: he steals up on the odd moment of grace; he rises to crescendos of
emotion. At every turn, he illuminates the basic joys of everyday experience. Now,
for the first time, we have all of Jack Gilbert's work in one essential volume:
testament to a stunning career and to his place at the forefront of poetic
achievement in our time.

Wind in a Box
A new collection of poetry from the award-winning author of Hip Logic reveals the
role of tradition in art and culture, using the motif of the freedom of the wind
trapped within the containment of the box to explore how identity is shaped by
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race, spirituality, and heritage. Original.

The New Black
A latest annual anthology complements top-selected American poems of the year
with poet notes about their creative processes.

To Float in the Space Between
Winner of the 2010 National Book Award for Poetry Watch for the new collection of
poetry from Terrance Hayes, American Sonnets for My Past and Future Assassin,
coming in June of 2018 In his fourth collection, Terrance Hayes investigates how
we construct experience. With one foot firmly grounded in the everyday and the
other hovering in the air, his poems braid dream and reality into a poetry that is
both dark and buoyant. Cultural icons as diverse as Fela Kuti, Harriet Tubman, and
Wallace Stevens appear with meditations on desire and history. We see Hayes
testing the line between story and song in a series of stunning poems inspired by
the Pecha Kucha, a Japanese presentation format. This innovative collection
presents the light- headedness of a mind trying to pull against gravity and time.
Fueled by an imagination that enlightens, delights, and ignites, Lighthead leaves
us illuminated and scorched.

Frost: Poems
"A book of lectures by Terrance Hayes."--

Lighthead
A finalist for the 2015 National Book Award and the National Book Critics Circle
Award A dazzling new collection of poetry by Terrance Hayes, the National Book
Award–winning author of Lighthead In How to Be Drawn, his daring fifth collection,
Terrance Hayes explores how we see and are seen. While many of these poems
bear the clearest imprint yet of Hayes’s background as a visual artist, they do not
strive to describe art so much as inhabit it. Thus, one poem contemplates the
principle of blind contour drawing while others are inspired by maps, graphs, and
assorted artists. The formal and emotional versatilities that distinguish Hayes’s
award-winning poetry are unified by existential focus. Simultaneously complex and
transparent, urgent and composed, How to Be Drawn is a mesmerizing
achievement. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Dancing Priest
rom one of the most brilliant and widely read of all American poets, a generous
selection of lyrics, dramatic monologues, and narrative poems--all of them steeped
in the wayward and isolated beauty of Frost's native New England. Includes his
classics "Mending Wall, " "Birches, " and "The Road Not Taken, " as well as poems
less famous but equally great.

The Essential Gwendolyn Brooks
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The Virginia-born poet and the lead singer of the Silver Jews expresses his
observations of pop-culture, Southern history, souvenirs, community colleges, back
pain, hallways, and the weirdness of daily life.

Turning into Dwelling
The second collection of poetry from the author of Lighthead, winner of the 2010
National Book Award Watch for the new collection of poetry from Terrance Hayes,
American Sonnets for My Past and Future Assassin, coming in June of 2018
Terrance Hayes is a dazzlingly original poet, interested in adventurous explorations
of subject and form. His new work, Hip Logic, is full of poetic tributes to the likes of
Paul Robeson, Big Bird, Balthus, and Mr. T, as well as poems based on the anagram
principle of words within a word. Throughout, Hayes's verse dances in a kind of
homemade music box, with notes that range from tender to erudite, associative to
narrative, humorous to political. Hip Logic does much to capture the nuances of
contemporary male African American identity and confirms Hayes's reputation as
one of the most compelling new voices in American poetry.

The Golden Shovel Anthology
The Darkening Trapeze collects the last poems by Larry Levis, written during the
extraordinary blaze of his final years when his poetry expanded into the ambitious
operatic masterpieces he is known for. Edited and with an afterword by
Shakespeare Library award winner David St. John and published 20 years after
Levis' death, this collection contains major unpublished works. These include final
elegies, brief lyrics and a coda believed to be the last poem Levis wrote ever.

Gabriel
Poetry. "Lauren Russell casts a sharp eye on the urban landscape around her,
carving profiles and cutting out silhouettes from real experience. The strongest
influences on her are the people she deals with directly—lovers, roommates, oglers
from the subway, fellow patients, pets. 'The lover, as artifact, is constant as long as
the jewelry remains broken,' she writes, dismantling her attachments to fluster
assertions of overarching facts. Russell favors a singing absence, where each detail
is a transitional truth, and each word a temporary home. 'It may be known that she
allowed a dismantling.'"—Edmund Berrigan "Lauren Russell's poems remind us
what authenticity might mean and be. They are full of 'the possibilities of grief"
and "insubordinate frizzle.' Simultaneously raw and crafted, these poems bubble
and boil with life."—Joanna Fuhrman

American Sonnets for My Past and Future Assassin
Winner of the 2011 National Poetry Series Prize as selected by D.A. Powell, Marcus
Wicker's Maybe the Saddest Thing is a sterling collection of contemporary
American poems by an exciting new and emerging voice.

The Darkening Trapeze
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"Nikky Finney has been a fine poet much too long to say that this latest treasure is
her promise coming into being. She exploded with so much talent with On Wings
Made of Gauze and beautifully matured with Rice, yet Head Off & Split takes the
promise of youth with the control of adulthood to bring her greatest exploration.
Honest, searing, searching. We all, especially now, need this book of poems; we all,
especially now, need this poet."---Nikki Giovanni, author of Bicycles "Beginning
with the sweepingly inclusive and powerful `Red Velvet,' a Middle Passage poem
for our times, Nikky Finney takes the reader to a wonderfully alive world where the
musical possibilities of language overflow with surprise and innovation. Finney has
an ear to go along with the wildness of her imagination, which sweeps through
history like a pair of wings. Her carefully modulated free verse is always purposeful
in its desire to move the reader in a way that allows us intimate access to
necessary observations about ourselves. These poems, in other words, have the
power to save us."---Bruce Weigl, author of What Saves Us "In Nikky Finney's Head
Off & Split the beauty of language soars and saves us even as we skirt the raw
edge of terror. And something rare and precious is restored, a light, a circling
movement of the spirit. This is poetry to give thanks for."---Meena Alexander,
author of Quickly Changing River "No one opens a vein on the page with a sharper
and more nuanced gathered set of senses than Nikky Finney. In Head Off & Split,
she takes aim at the heart of American wrong-headedness with a sense of purpose
and integrity not only respectful of, but fueled by, her own brand of multiple
kinships and remembrance, a grand struggle-swagger of powerful literary
inheritance."---Thomas Sayers Ellis, author of Skin, Inc. "With Head Off & Split,
Nikky Finney establishes herself as one of the most eloquent, urgent, fearless and
necessary poets writing in America today. What makes this book as important as
anything published in the last decade is the irresistible music, the formal dexterity
and the imaginative leaps she makes with metaphor and language in these simply
stunning poems. This is a very, very important achievement."---Kwame Dawes,
author of Hope's Hospice

Silencer
There is value in taking poetry to work, and finding the poetry that's already there.
Publications like "Harvard Business Review" and "FastCompany" are starting to
write about the power of poetry-noting poetry's effectiveness in building creative
thinkers and problem solvers. Yet there is no single source to guide those who are
*at work* every day, with little direction for how to explore the power of poetry in
the workplace. Glynn Young's "Poetry at Work" is that guide. From discussions
about how poetry is built into the very fabric of work, to practical suggestions on
how to be a poet at work, this is a book that meets a very real need. Altogether-a
landmark book that moves beyond David Whyte's seminal book on poetry and the
corporate world. More than just philosophy, this book brings the hope of practice
and surprising discovery, the benefits of stress relief and increased
accomplishment. *** The Masters in Fine Living Series is designed to help people
live a whole life through the power of reading, writing, and just plain living. Look
for titles with the tabs "read, write, live, play, learn, " or "grow"-and join a culture
of individuals interested in living deeply, richly.

Muscular Music
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Sailing Alone Around the Room, by America’s Poet Laureate, Billy Collins, contains
both new poems and a generous gathering from his earlier collections The Apple
That Astonished Paris, Questions About Angels, The Art of Drowning, and Picnic,
Lightning. These poems show Collins at his best, performing the kinds of distinctive
poetic maneuvers that have delighted and fascinated so many readers. They may
begin in curiosity and end in grief; they may start with irony and end with lyric
transformation; they may, and often do, begin with the everyday and end in the
infinite. Possessed of a unique voice that is at once plain and melodic, Billy Collins
has managed to enrich American poetry while greatly widening the circle of its
audience.

Writers & Company
A milestone publication of the late Christopher Gilbert's poetry, with an
introduction by the National Book Award winner Terrance Hayes Lord, the anguish
of my Black block rises up in me like a grief. My only chance to go beyond being
breach— to resist being quelled as a bit of inner city entropy— is to speak up for
the public which has birthed me. To build this language house. To make this case.
Create. This loving which lives outside time. Lord, this is time. —from "Turning into
Dwelling" Christopher Gilbert's award-winning Across the Mutual Landscape has
become an underground classic of contemporary American poetry. Now reissued
and presented with Gilbert's never-before-published last manuscript written before
his death in 2007, Turning into Dwelling offers new readers the original music and
vision of one of our most inventive poets.
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